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Camera Dialer released 1.0 for iPhone - Accurately Dial Any Number
Published on 02/20/10
Miami-based GP Imports has released Camera Dialer 1.0, their new point and click photo
dialer for iPhone devices. Designed specifically to leverage the iPhone's unique
capabilities and touch interface, Camera Dialer takes advantage of the devices camera view
to make a phone call - without typing the number. Simply center the phone number in the
app's green box that appears in the camera view. Hold still and it will then automatically
dial the number without any further user interaction.
Miami, Florida - GP Imports has released Camera Dialer 1.0, their new point and click
photo dialer for iPhone devices. Designed specifically to leverage the iPhone's unique
capabilities and touch interface, Camera Dialer takes advantage of the devices camera view
to dial a phone number, all hands free and without manually typing the number.
Finally, an easy way to make a phone call without actually typing the number. Featuring a
comfortable and simple user interface, Camera Dialer offers a multitude of uses, and
perfect for anyone on-the-go. Effortlessly direct-dial numbers from any White/Yellow
pages, business cards, business signs, flyers, "For Sale", "Real Estate" or even Political
signage right from the street. The real-life uses for Camera Dialer are only limited by
the user's imagination.
Users simply center the phone number in the application's green box that appears in the
camera view. Hold still and Camera Dialer will then automatically dial it without any
further user interaction. Camera Dialer is so accurate, users won't believe how useful it
is, and works best with white background and black text. In the app's settings, users can
modify the normal length of phone numbers as displayed in the green box field, as well as
optionally select if calls are to be automated or manually dialed.
Feature Highlights:
* Comfortable and simple User Interface
* Accurately dial any number, from anything the camera can view
* One-Touch Dialing
"We worked really hard to ensure Camera Dialer worked as accurately as advertised," said
Paul Jaimovich, CEO and founder of Miami, Florida based GP Imports. "We implemented many
in-house routines to make it function accurately across as many conditions imaginable.
It's a great gadget for anyone who constantly dials numbers, such as tele-marketers,
telethons or just about anything you can imagine. What is nice about the product is that
it doesn't require user interaction. Just snap and dial. Simple as that."
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone
* Requires iPhone OS 3.1 or later
* 3.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Camera Dialer 1.0 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Productivity category. Review copies are available upon request.
Camera Dialer 1.0:
http://www.gp-imports.com/cameradialer/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/camera-dialer/id354292974?mt=8
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Screenshot 1:
http://www.gp-imports.com/cameradialer/a.png
Screenshot 2:
http://www.gp-imports.com/cameradialer/b.png
Application Icon:
http://a1.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/007/Purple/9b/33/28/mzl.jikrttqr.175x175-75.jpg

Located in Miami, Florida, market leader GP Imports is a privately held company founded in
2005 by Paul Jaimovich. Committed to providing the highest quality solutions, GP Imports
focuses on the design and development of mobile applications for the iPhone, Android and
WebOS platforms, with a major emphasis on total customer satisfaction. Copyright (C)
2005-2010 GP Imports. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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